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Green Bay, Wisconsin, USA        Contact: Ronnie Schmidt, CEO, Marketing Consultants 

Group, LLC (800) 330-8908 Ext. 807 Ronnie.Schmidt@MarketingConsultantsGroup.com 

DON’T READ THIS . . .  

Unless You Need To Find Your Next Job             

And Get Hired Fast!  

      Here’s Good News. It’s True!                                                                               

Here’s the new, different, superior, easy “NO CONVINCING, NO 

SELLING, NO PRESSURE” must-have secrets, tips, tactics, 

teachings and ADVANCED SYSTEMS you will need to find your 

next best new job and get hired fast, before someone else gets the 

job you want and need. 

It’s called the HOW TO GET HIRED FAST Private Facebook   

Coaching Group + New Advanced Teaching Books. 

It’s different from most common methods you may be familiar with because the “NO 

CONVINCING, NO SELLING, NO PRESSURE” must-have ADVANCED SYSTEMS taught in 

the Private Facebook Coaching Group + New Advance Teaching Book don’t require you to 

submit endless resumes online.  

The never-revealed-before, must-have secrets, tips, tactics, teachings, and ADVANCED 

SYSTEMS in both the HOW TO GET HIRED FAST Advanced Teaching Book and Private 

Facebook Coaching Group will help you learn to:                                               

(1) Make a subtle change to your resume to get attention,   

(2) Easily get “inside’ the organization you want to work for,  

(3) Easily get the appointment you will need with the “right”                                           

hiring people,                                                                                    

(4) Easily use a unique, results-proven, “irresistible offer”                                                       

most find hard to resist, even if you’re a complete unknown, 

(5) Easily turn interviews around in your favor,  

(6) Negotiate your best offers,                                                        

(7) Easily get hired fast, before someone else gets the job you really need, and 

(8) Much, much, more.  

So whether you are just starting out in your career, are a seasoned veteran who has worked for 

many companies, have been laid off, had your pay cut or hours reduced and are up late at night 

worrying about paying your bills just to survive, or are like those who are “uncomfortable” 
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selling yourself, and want and need a better job, you owe it to yourself, your future, your career, 

and your family to make a small investment now in the most important Private Facebook 

Coaching Group you will participate in and the most important New Advanced Teaching Book 

you will read today.  

You’ll learn how to “forget the usual hiring methods” of submitting endless resumes              

online and not getting responses and “say ‘goodbye’ to endless job searches.” 

You’ll learn how to make a slight, yet completely overlooked change to your resume and  cover 

letter that gets you more attention and skyrockets your ability to go to the front of the 

“applicant’s line” to get the appointment you need to get the job you want.                                                                                         

You’ll learn this must-have, never-revealed-before secret of how to get “inside an 

organization” in front of the “right” hiring people,” using an “irresistible combination offer” 

most employers find hard to resist, even if you are complete unknown. 

You’ll learn the absolute fastest way to turn an interview around by effectively interviewing your 

interviewer and have them love it.                                                

You’ll learn how to negotiate the best deals for the job offers you get.                                                  

You’ll learn how to get hired fast, even though you may be “uncomfortable” selling yourself, 

have been laid off, had your hours cut or pay reduced and are up late at night worrying about 

paying your bills just to survive and need a better job.                              

 Ronnie Schmidt, Marketing Consultants Group LLC’s CEO was hired by 6 Fortune 
companies in multiple industries and is sharing all of his and other’s secrets, tips, tactics, 
teachings, and ADVANCED SYSTEMS in his new, different, superior, easy HOW TO GET 
HIRED FAST Private Facebook Coaching Group and New Advanced Teaching Book.  

 No one else teaches this and you can only get it here.    

 The book and Private Facebook Coaching Group by Author Ronnie Schmidt will help you find 
your next best new job, get in front of the “right” hiring people with an “irresistible offer” most 
employers find hard to resist, master any interview and get hired fast.                               

 It’s different from most common methods you may be familiar with because you’re getting all of 
the secrets, tips, tactics, teachings and ADVANCED SYSTEMS in the easy-to-read, 137-
page HOW TO GET HIRED FAST New Advanced Teaching Book in addition to ongoing 
coaching from Author, CEO Ronnie Schmidt and his staff as a member of his exclusive HOW 
TO GET HIRED FAST Private Facebook Coaching Group.  

 Few teach this way utilizing the exclusive membership of a Private Facebook Coaching Group 
along with a New Advanced Teaching Book.  

 Because you’re much better off if you’re not left on your own to “figure things out for yourself” 
like most other teaching.  

 In our Private Facebook Coaching Group, you can ask questions and have your                        
questions answered by Author, CEO Ronnie Schmidt, and his professional staff.  
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 In addition, you will get to interact with other HOW TO GET HIRED FAST Private                   
Facebook Coaching Group members.  

 Being a member of our HOW TO GET HIRED FAST Private Facebook Coaching Group                     
is like having your own personal coach to help you learn and use all of the secrets, tips,   
tactics, and ADVANCED SYSTEMS you will be getting and need to find your next best                   
new job and get hired fast. 

 The book is easy-to-read because Author, CEO Ronnie Schmidt is a master teacher and has 
recommended 5 Chapters that you should read and read the Table Of Contents to determine 
what you consider important and even though it’s easy to read, you don’t have to read the entire 
book even though there’s no filler. 

 Here’s just a fraction of what you are getting in the HOW TO GET HIRED FAST Advanced New 
Teaching Book and chapters that Author, CEO Ronnie Schmidt, recommends you read. 

Say Goodbye To Endless Job Searches 

The Resume Fix 

How To Get Inside Any Organization 

How To Turn An Interview In Your Favor 

The Most Important Checklist 

 You will also be getting additional resources and “news you can use” that will help you find 
your best new job and get hired fast before someone else gets the job you want and need.                                                           

 The best part of our “NO PRESSURE, NO SELLING, NO CONVINCING” ADVANCED 
SYSTEMS is that it doesn’t require you to submit endless resumes online or “sell” yourself.  

 Because you can “forget the usual hiring methods” and say ‘goodbye’ to endless job 
searches that often don’t get you the results you want and need.                                                           

Our ADVANCED SYSTEMS teach you how to get “inside” the organization you want to work 
for, in front of the “right” hiring people, even if you’re a complete unknown 

Because if you don’t know this important “hiring advantage”, you may be like most other 
candidates, on the outside looking in with noses pressed up against the windowpane trying to 
get in.  .      

Our ADVANCED SYSTEMS teaches you how to use a subtle change to your resume and an 
“irresistible combination offer” in your cover letter that most employers find hard to resist.  

Because this subtle change and “irresistible combination offer” differentiates you from most 
all of the other applicants applying for the same position                    

In our Private Facebook Coaching Group and New Advanced Teaching Book, you'll learn 

the absolute fastest way to turn an interview around in your favor.  

You’ll learn when it is perfectly “OK” to not talk too much in an interview.  

You’ll learn the absolute faster way to turn an interview around in your favor.  
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You’ll learn the questions to ask and how to interview your interviewer and have them love it. 

Why is this important? Because most people like to talk about themselves and it gives you insight 
into your interviewer’s mindset about themselves, how they manage, the work environment, and 
more about your potential employer.   

After being hired by 6 Fortune 500 organizations during his “corporate” career, Ronnie knows 
well that using this powerful “flipping the interview” tactic was priceless. 

He’ll tell you exactly what to say, how to handle objections, not only the key questions to ask, 
but the most important question you should always ask.   

You’ll learn that this most important question you should ask an interviewer is to find out what 
exactly what they are thinking so you’re able to match your attributes, character, and skillsets to 
their description.  

Because if you don’t ask this most important question you may never get their description of 
who they are thinking about hiring and be able to match their description with your attributes.  

You might walk away from your interview with no clue about what they were thinking.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          

You’ll also learn the only "perfect answer” to the "knockout question” most interviewers ask.  

This “knockout” question is not about your strengths, it’s about your weaknesses.  

Many candidates haven’t thought to prepare their answer to this so they tend to say things   that 
may shed a discerning light on themselves without even knowing it. 

Because most employers don’t necessarily want you to bring your “so-called weaknesses”  
into their environment to manage.    

And because if you say anything else when answering this “knockout” question you could open 
yourself up to unnecessary criticism you don’t want and any other answer to this question could 
send you to the end of the hiring line.  

You’ll also get a copy of our MOST IMPORTANT CHECKLIST because if you don’t handle               
and check on all the small details, it could cost you “big time.”  

Because even one slightly overlooked detail in your social media postings, background              
check information, credit report, etc. could cost you a job opportunity without you even                        
knowing why your potential employer stopped communicating.   

You’re right, that is a lot of secret, tips, tactics, teachings, and ADVANCED SYSTEMS.  

All this and much, much more.  

What are all the secrets, tips, tactics, teachings, and ADVANCED SYSTEMS you will learn from 
the HOW TO GET HIRED FAST Facebook Coaching Group and Advanced New Teaching 
Book, that you can’t get anywhere else, worth? 

They’re priceless considering their value to you over your career and your lifetime.  

But why listen to Author, CEO of the Marketing Consultants Group, LLC Ronnie Schmidt?  
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Because as a sales and marketing executive and master teacher during his corporate career 
with 6 Fortune 500 companies including Fram, Boise-Cascade, Honeywell, Amstar – 
Domino Sugar, Cooper Vision, and Bausch & Lomb, he has hired and successfully mentored 
many.  

Because he has the “results-proven” priceless experience of himself and others he has learned 
from, is pulling back the curtain and for the first time, sharing his secrets, tips, tactics, teachings, 
and ADVANCED SYSTEMS that worked then, and will work now in today’s highly competitive 
job market.   

And because you not only get the book as a resource, you also get additional coaching in the 
exclusive HOW TO GET HIRED FAST Private Facebook Coaching Group personally 
conducted by Author Ronnie Schmidt, CEO of the Marketing Consultants Group, LLC and 
his professional staff. 

In case you were wondering, the book is covered by the best 100% guarantee in the world. 

If for any reason within 30 days of downloading your digital book, you don’t feel it is worth             
every penny you paid, simply e-mail our 24/7 Help Desk for a full refund, no questions asked. 

As you’ll see, it’s fast, easy and saves you time because you get all the secrets, tips, tactics, 
and ADVANCED SYSTEMS in the easy-to-read book. 

It will save you time and give you peace of mind knowing you will be getting all the priceless           
secrets, tips, tactics, teachings, and ADVANCED SYSTEMS.  

One other thing. 

TIME IS OF THE ESSENCE.  

Because we’re running a limited marketing test, you won’t pay the retail price of $98.00                      
(and it’s well worth every penny) but only $49.00 one-time for membership in our                                 
HOW TO GET HIRED FAST Private Facebook Coaching Group plus your digital copy                       
of our HOW TO GET HIRED FAST New Advanced Teaching Book.   

That’s less than the cost of dinner for 2 at a nice restaurant.  

That’s right.  

For a limited time only, save $49.00 (that’s 50% off the retail price of $98.00) before the               
price goes back up to $98.00.  

Everyone who see this, likes it. 

But that’s not all, also included if you act now are 2 SPECIAL BONUS SECTIONS. 

#1. Our ADVANCED SYSTEM for handling interviews, The Turnaround Interview is a 
complete blueprint of the most powerful sales methodology ever deployed in handling any 
interview. 

#2.  A SPECIAL BONUS SECTION for college senior and recent graduates.  

Thanks for reading this and we look forward to hearing from you.  
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To claim your membership in our new, different, superior HOW TO GET HIRED FAST Private 
Facebook Coaching Group and get your copy of out HOW TO GET HIRED FAST New 
Advanced Teaching Book simply click on the link below to get instant access to our digital 
book. 

Once you order your book, you will receive an email with instructions for your                              
membership in our HOW TO GET HIRED FAST Private Facebook Coaching Group.  

Claim your copy now before the price goes up at HowToGetHiredFast.com.. 

 

Media Contact:                                                                                                                                                 

Ronnie Schmidt, CEO, Marketing Consultants Group LLC 

Ronnie.Schmidt@MarketingConsultantsGroup.com                                                                                                                

800-330-8908 Ext. 807                                                                                                     

Linkedin.com/in/ronnieschmidt  

  

About Ronnie Schmidt, how the HOW TO GET HIRED FAST Book and coaching began? 

Ronnie was undecided about going to college. His Dad gave him this advice, get an education. 

Unfortunately, that was all the advice his Dad gave him. 

By his senior year at Penn State University, with no mentoring from anyone, not even school 

advisors, his dream of going to law school was not going to happen. 

Graduating in 1971, the job market looked bleak. He didn’t know what to do. 

He was hired as a Sales Representative for Fram Corporation, which turned into the beginning 

of a long, successful career in sales and marketing, having been hired by 6 Fortune 500 

companies including Fram, Boise-Cascade, Honeywell, Amstar – Domino Sugar, Cooper 

Vision, and Bausch & Lomb along the way. 

In 2007 he founded the Marketing Consultants Group LLC.  

He is sharing his secrets, tips, tactics, teachings, ADVANCED SYSTEMS to all he can help. 

   ______________________________________________________________________________________ 

   Publishers – The Marketing Consultants Group, LLC MarketingConsultantsGroup.com                                                                           

1039 West Mason Street, Green Bay, WI 54303 USA Support: 800-330-8908 Ext. 800 
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